TiraSpot
Real-time management of rapid test results in mass screening

What is TiraSpot?

A digital system for reading and reporting rapid test results composed by a mobile app and a web platform for real-time monitoring.

Mobile App
Access restricted to registered users • Secure and GDPR Compliant

We improve the diagnostic process

It allows to standardize the collection of massive screening results in a safe, simple and efficient way. The quality control system of the web platform based on artificial intelligence reduces errors in the collection of results.

Mobile App

- Customizable acquisition forms
- A adaptable system to any rapid diagnostic test
- Record the observed test result

Web platform

- Intuitive and easy-to-use platform • Safe and accessible data from anywhere
- Filter and customization of columns by the user
- Generate reports and export the data
- Visualization of the data collected in different locations on a single platform
- Quality control: The AI analyzes the uploaded cases and points out possible errors in the reading